How do I create Learner Labs?

Tell Me

In order to ensure AWS Academy meets your needs and appropriate design considerations are taken into account, please consult with [Jesse Beauman, Assistant Vice Chancellor For Enterprise Infrastructure](mailto:jbeauman@uncc.edu) in the Office of OneIT, prior to signing up for AWS Academy.

1. Log into the [AWS Academy Portal](https://awsacademy.amazon.com/) and navigate to the LMS

![AWS Academy Portal](https://awsacademy.amazon.com/)

2. If this is your first time accessing AWS Academy LMS, you must complete our brief Educator Onboarding course before you will be able to create your own classes (including Learner Labs).

![Dashboard](https://awsacademy.amazon.com/)

   a. Make sure all module items and modules are marked with a green check mark showing you have completed the course.

![Module Completion](https://awsacademy.amazon.com/)
3. From the Account menu on the left, select **Create a class**.

4. Select the appropriate **Learner Lab** from the Course pull down. Fill in the **start/end dates** for your class. Fill in the modality and then press submit. **NOTE**: Only educators accredited for at least one associate level course will be able to select AWS Academy Learner Lab – Associate Services.

5. You are notified when the course is available to teach via the Canvas inbox and via email.

---

**Related FAQs**

- Who should I contact if I need help with my AWS Educate account?
- When will Amazon's AWS Educate credits renew?
- How many AWS Educate credits do I get?
- Can I use Amazon's AWS Educate for group projects and pool credits together?
- Who should I contact if I need help with my AWS Academy account?